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I

t has revamped the banking space, giving them the
liberty to bring along new features and customer
centric products. Leveraging the technology trends
such as cloud, mobile, social media, analytics and
cyber security, banks are able to deal more effectively
with customers and ever changing market scenario.
However, with advancements comes the difficulty in
utilizing the true power of IT. Right from spending
millions of dollars on tools to consistently keeping up
with increased mobility demands, banks face difficulty
in driving the cost-to-value out of IT. Many of those
who are experienced in banking often cite the need
to have a user and customer friendly IT experience,
which enables effective ROI and customer retention.
Customers continue to place a premium on the
convenience of online and mobile banking channels,
while banks reduce their reliance on costly in-branch
interactions. Banks do this by embracing digital
channels to provide services to their customers. Banks
will have to keep up with trends like mobile wallet that
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continues to gain momentum. In today’s environment
of “Internet everywhere”, some innovative banks
have also started offering in-branch Wi-Fi to improve
their business performance.
For financial services in 2015, it is all about the
ability to extract deep insights from customers’ data
that creates real monetization opportunities and
capitalizes on customers’ desires and expectations.
Wi-Fi, coupled with other emerging technologies,
provides the opportunity to do just that. To help CCOs,
CIOs, and CEOs find the right banking technology and
provider for their enterprises, our selection panel has
evaluated hundreds of banking technology providers
that own innovative technologies in this space.
In our selection, we looked at the vendor’s
capability to fulfill the burning need of cost-effective
and flexible solutions to tackle complex banking
challenges. We present to you CIO Review’s 20 Most
Promising Banking Technology Solution Providers
2015.
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GTB Technologies Cloud Cyber security and
DLP solutions provide the overall control and
visibility needed to manage advanced threats,
prevent data loss and enforce compliance in
today’s perimeter-less environment
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T

he convenience of banking services can only be
enjoyed when the technology that facilitates the
process creates secure banking solutions for everyone
involved. However, CIOs find it enormously challenging to
manage security systems as they generate a huge amount
of events. “The banking industry often lacks necessary
resources to review logs of the events they are getting,”
notes Uzi Yair, CEO of GTB Technologies. Most of the
technology available in the market has failed with a tradeoff
between accuracy (‘missing the target’) or being inundated
with irrelevant events (false positives) which renders the
solution useless. Against this backdrop, GTB Technologies
has developed a precise solution that monitors and protects
sensitive data–regardless of its location. GTB solutions
enable organizations to have the overall control and visibility
needed to manage advanced threats, analyze data, discover
and classify data in real-time, prevent data loss and while
enforcing compliance.
Emphasizing the need to generate only meaningful,
accurate security events, GTB developed its Content-Aware
Enterprise DLP solution. “GTB’s Data Loss Prevention has
the ability to detect data loss from different channels with
the highest degree of accuracy without any false positives,”
explains Yair. “This is helpful for administrators as it
provides the comfort of deploying DLP in enforcement mode
where they can actually block violations instead of just
monitoring them. The GTB Inspector performs partial file/
data matches not just on text data but also on binary data. So
unlike others, our system is able to detect video, CAD files,
including precise partial file matches regardless of file type,”
elaborates Yair.
GTB solutions allow its clients to protect their most
critical sensitive data. “The system provides answers to four
basic questions: Where is my data? Who is sending me data?
Who is receiving my data? And what channel is the data
being sent?” expounds Yair. This enables banks to analyze
data from a myriad of sources—laptops, database exchanges,
Cloud applications, Shadow IT, email, instant messengers,
social media, websites and even malware or cyber espionage
insiders “phoning home” data, such as in the recent Sony
breach.
The GTB solution is fully integrated with Data
Discovery, real-time Data Classification & Digital Rights
Management (DRM/IRM) capabilities. “We are able to map
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policies that decide and determine who is able to access
data, what can be done with the data, such as copy, paste or
print screen and how to classify the data,” says Yair. “We
SOLUTION PROVIDERS - 2015
essentially are enabling the banking business to encourage
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collaboration and productivity without stifling
its employees
while at the same time maintaining data security with the
various stakeholders the bank is dealing with—whether it is
government, customer, or its vendor’s data.”
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GTB’s Data Loss Prevention has
the ability to detect data loss
from different channels with
the highest degree of accuracy
without any false positives
GTB solutions also protect the banks cloud data and aid
in the prevention of Shadow IT. “Our disruptive technology
allows organizations with one push of a button to start the
scanning of their corporate cloud and report the places where
they have the same type of data. This will be extremely
useful for banks who would like to know where sensitive
data is residing on their cloud system, what non sanctioned
cloud applications are being used (Dropbox, Azure, etc.)
and hopefully will help reduce the reluctance of banks to
transition to the cloud,” says Yair.
With the known failures of many DLP projects, GTB has
created a market first with its DLP as a Service solution. This
service provides the entire gamut of an Enterprise, ContentAware DLP systemin one light weight agent, all done without
the need to ‘phone home.’ “Our cutting edge technology
is not only powerful it actually works, we really do secure
against unauthorized data transmissions,” concludes Yair.
To put it in other words, GTB Technologies succeeds in
delivering solutions which are efficient enough that once the
solution is deployed, CIO’s can easily ‘Go To the Beach’,
assured of the fact that their data is secured.
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